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The Potter Rocketeer
Upstate Research Rocketry Group Newsletter

URRF 5 Wrap Up

(Rick Barnes Photo)

As mid-June approached, the weather
forecast for URRF5
weekend looked great.
Which, of course, means
that it completely
changed within the days
leading up to the event.

Friday looked promising
too. But the guesses for
Saturday and Sunday
looked bad, with thunderstorms scheduled to
roll through. A day or so
out, even Friday's forecast degraded.

It appeared like the best
day might be the set-up
day on Thursday, though

However, even though
things clouded up in the
afternoon, Friday stayed

dry long enough to keep
the range open until
6:00PM.
As such, Friday was a
busy day. The awaypads were kept busy all
day, usually with multiple rockets ready to be
setup once as soon as a
pad became available.
(cont’d on pg 6)

URRG Summer Picnic (Photos on pg 11)
The Upstate Research
Rocketry Group held its
annual club picnic on
August 25th.

The club provided meat
and beverages, and club
members all brought a
dish to pass. We had
hots, burgers, pork,
chicken, lots of salads,
slaws and beans - and
that was just on the first
table.
Muffins, pastries, donuts, cookies, and assorted chips and a cake
with the URRG logo
adorned the second table. There was no
shortage of food, and

everyone had a good
time.
Greg Elling was slated to
handle Launch Director
duties, but with his fin in
a sling, he had a little
assistance at the table
from Rick Barnes.
The weather mostly cooperated. However, the
winds were a little
breezy, carrying lots of
rockets into the crops.
The trouble with flying
on a farm in August is
that the crops are full
grown. This year, the
farm has the rocket eating trifecta of corn, soy
beans (dubbed “kid

corn”) and carrots. The
carrots were the easiest
crop to recover in, but
they can still swallow
rockets whole.
All the same, the soy
beans seemed to be the
trickiest; they were close
enough to catch low
power rockets and dense
enough to hide them.
About two and a half
dozen fliers signed the
book. A number of certification flights were attempted, a few of which
were successful. All
told, it was a great
weekend to fly with
URRG.
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July Launch Report—Larry Flies a Rocket Edition
The URRG launch in
was good,
July was a
bit of a
Larry prepping for flight.
relief and
Rick Barnes photo.
a chance
to unwind
after everything
that went
into the
preparation—and
rapid
packing
up—of
URRF.
Things
were low
key, the
weather

although
the crops
were starting to become prominent.

The big news, though,
was that our club
treasurer, Larry
Weibert, actually flew
a rocket. In case you
hadn’t noticed, Larry
works tirelessly for
Under Don
URRG’s benefit, so
Tennies’
much so that he hadn’t
direction,
had time to actually
the trailer
fly anything in
was sorted
years. So it was
out, and
great to see him
things were actually get to parproperly put ticipate in the hobaway,
by he obviously
which had
loves.
been haphazardly
Larry, of course,
stowed in
was not the only
June.
one to fly. We had

Meet the BOD—Mike Dutch
I’d like to introduce
myself. I am the
founding member of
the club, from back in
2004 when we first
started flying in Potter.
I am one of the four
who were driving
around looking for a
new field when, after
seeing the sheer size
of the property, we
drove to the barn and
introduced ourselves
to Rick, the farm manager.

A little background on
myself - I've done construction and remodeling for some 30 years.
That ended in 2013,
when a medical issue
prevented me from
doing the heavy lifting
I was used to. Later
that year, I started a
teaching, with the
Monroe County BOCES
School, a night time
Home Remodeling
class, which I'm still
doing. Also, 2 years
ago this March, I beI'm glad to say that I
gan working part time
have seen this club
at the Gates, NY Home
grow from a few memDepot in the electrical
bers and only three
department.
launches the first year,
to over 157 members, I am what you would
and launches that go
call a BAR, or Bornfrom April through No- Again Rocketeer. My
vember.
Dad got me involved in

Some other notable
flights include Mike
Crupe’s Nike Smoke,
Morgan Remeza’s
flight, Mike Dutch’s
Star Orbiter and Steve
Spencer’s MAC Pluto.

By Mike Dutch
rocketry as a kid.
When I got into my
Morgan’s rocket igniting.
teens, I found out
Rick Barnes photo.
what girls and cars
were all about, so my
rocket hobby fell by
the wayside for several
years. In 1995, my
brother in law got me
The Case for Simplicity
to go out to a local
I stumbled down this
school and introduced thought rabbit hole as
me back into rockets
an offshoot of the deagain. I found out
bate over whether a
that the hobby sorta
Chute Release is true
grew up a bit since the dual-deployment (a
topic for another day).
last I was involved in
In so many ways, this
it. So, by 2000, I got
hobby has grown and
involved with the
changed substantially
MARS club and got my in the period between
level 1 that year. I got when I flew rockets as
my level 2 in 2001,
a kid and when I came
tried for my level 3 in
back as a BAR.
2002, and accomIn some ways, it has
plished it on the on the advanced so much. It
2nd try in 2003. Since has expanded such

The Editor’s
Musings

(cont’d on pg 10)
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a steady stream of
flights all weekend.

(cont’d on pg 3)
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(Editor Con’t)
that it may or may not
be the same hobby as it
was back then. Sure,
we’re still chasing rockets in the breeze. However, the development of
onboard electronics, accessibility of bigger and
bigger motors, the use of
more exotic materials
has opened up the potential of some truly
awesome flights for what
is ultimately a basement
or garage-based hobby.
But it has come with the
cost of complexity. Or,
at least in that aspect of
the hobby. Rocketry is
nothing, if not something, for everyone.
There is a lot to be said
for being able to build a
rocket in your basement
that busts Mach and
goes miles into the sky.
I do get that.
But that isn’t why I’m in
this hobby, it isn’t why I
fly. People often ask
when I plan to cert Level
-2, and look at me funny
when I say don’t plan to.
To be fair, I have built
(and documented) more
than one rocket capable
of a L2 cert flight, just in
case.
But, the beauty of rocketry, the reason I fly
rockets, is the sheer
simplicity of it. That’s
not to say that I don’t
appreciate the science
that makes it seem simple. But to me, the fact
that a bit of cardboard,
balsa that I glued together can hold up while
zipping off the pad and
streaking to a thousand
feet or so is equally awesome. Better still that I
can watch the whole
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flight.
I fly rockets because a
simple assembly of
simple parts still leads
to a streak in the sky,
a puff of a parachute,
and probably still, a
chase across the field.
To me, that’s entertaining. Its fascinating.

Over the last couple
years, I find myself
drawn more to building
bigger; falling into the
trap of bigger motors,
higher flights, and
longer walks. And yet,
I have no desire to really add to the complexity of the build. I
like single-deploy. I
like a basic flight profile. I don’t want to
dabble in av bays and
redundant charges.
So, I find that I must
occasionally check myself, reel things back a
little as I make fewer
flights but with bigger
and more expensive
motors.
I need to remind myself what drew me to
this hobby and why I
fly. The simple act of
watching my rocket fly
and being able to do it
again a moment later.
Rick

2019 Club Calendar
The BOD has established the club calendar for the 2019 season. This includes not
only monthly launches
but winter membership
meetings as well.

Also of note, the August launch has been
pulled up one week
from what was published in the pamphlets
to avoid interference
with LDRS travels.

These meetings will
run from December
through March. Look
for the full-page flyer
on page 7.

The 2019 launch
schedule is as follows:

The launch season
starts at the end of
April and extends
through midNovember.
We will be hosting the
Upstate Research
Rocketry Festival again
this year; URRF6 will
be June 21st through
the 23rd.
The July launch is also
a special occasion –
the event is timed to
match the 50th anniversary of the Apollo
11 moon landing.
Bring your Saturn V
models!

•

April 27-28

•

May 18-19

•

June 21-23
(URRF6)

•

July 20-21

•

August 17-18

•

September 28-29

•

October 19-20

•

November 16-17

Winter meetings are
on the following dates:
•

December 13, 2018

•

January 10, 2019

•

February 14, 2019

•

March 14, 2019

Gorham Library Show & Tell
On Tuesday July 17th
the Upstate Research
Rocketry Group was
the host display for the
Gorham Library summer program.

The display was from
6:00pm – 7:45pm.

This included a tracker
display and about 30
rockets of different
shapes and sizes.
Riley Keller, DonnaJo
Elling and Greg Elling
also had a discussion
about how to make the

perfect epoxy fillet on
a fiberglass rocket.
Although attendance
was low at the library,
it gave us time to get
together and learn
from each other.
By Greg Elling
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Featured Rocket: Boeing Delta III
The Boeing Delta family of rockets is probably one of the best
known and most successful line of orbital
launch vehicles.
The Delta II has, in its
various configurations,
flown over 150 times
with a 98.7% success
rate, according to the
United Launch Alliance. The Delta IV
has bettered that still,
with a 100% success
rate in 37 flights, including the superlifting Delta IV Heavy.
So, it’s a little surprising that the launch
vehicle originally intended to bridge between them—the Delta III—is all but unknown.

um to heavy lifting,
the big brother to the
Delta II. But the development was complicated and the program failed to get off
the ground, so to
speak.
Three launches were
made between August
1998 and August
2000. The first two—
both carrying customer payloads—failed
outright. The third
launch achieved orbit
with a ballast payload,
but did not reach the
orbit intended. That
flight is at best considered a partial success.

According to Wikipedia, the Delta III was
to have double the
payload compared to
The Delta III was origthe II. Inside its 4inally intended to be
meter fairing, it was
the next step in medi-

designed to lift 8400lb shown below. Flight
to geosynchronous
number two was able
transfer orbit, or
to make it to LEO, but
18,000lb to low Earth
(cont’d on pg 8)
orbit. The fairing was
proportionally quite
long as
well, allowing it accommodate
bulky satellites.
All of that
sounded
great on
paper. But
a guidance
system failure
doomed
flight #1,
and a rupture in a
faulty motor led to
failure of
the second
Delta III,

Kit Review: Semroc MX Blue Bird Zero
When Jim Flis announced his retirement
from kit building earlier this season, the
hobby lost a prominent
manufacturer of some
of the more interesting
kits in the low-power
field.
It also lost a big supporters of the smallest
segment of rocketry.
Fliskits’ Micro-Maxx
offerings brought the

same level of interest
time low-power favorto 6mm size rockets as ite.
it did to normal lowSemroc includes a nice
power.
balsa nose cone, two
It is, therefore, comsegments of body
forting to see the
tube, a set of very
Semroc brand (under
small fins laser cut
Randy Boadway) exfrom 1/32” basswood,
pand into MX models.
a Kevlar thread shock
chord, and three laser
The MX Blue Bird Zero
cut fin guides to aid
is typical of their curassembly. Recovery is
rent offerings—a
by a short streamer.
downscale of a long

Delta III #2 at launch
Image source: Boeing

The original Blue Bird
Zero was a skill-level 2
kit that Estes introduced in 1980. It
used BT-55 tubing and
stood just under 40”
tall.
The MX BBZ is .448” in
diameter (smaller than
Estes BT-5) and is 13”
tall when complete.

All components within
the kit are of good
(Continued on pg. 5)
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(MX BBZ Continued)
quality. The tubing
has tight spirals and
white glassine finish.
The basswood is closegrained and stiff for its
thinness. Everything
fit well together,
though I did have to
sand the fit of the centering rings into the
body tube.
MX BBZ
builds much
like any
other kit of
similar skill
level, just
smaller.
However,
the inclusion of the
fin guides
is a nice
touch; they
help when
handling
such small
fins.
Assembly
starts with
the motor
mount. I
glued it up
using
Titebond II
wood glue, as I would
for most low power
kits. The shock chord
is attached to the motor mount thrust ring.
Semroc recommends
the use of mediumweight super glue for
attaching the fins. I
saw no reason to disagree, including for the
fillets. Between the
glue and the fin
guides, body assembly
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goes very fast. This is
a kit that can be built
up in a sitting, assuming one is patient
enough for the glue to
dry.
The only real issue I
had came from installing the motor
mount into the body
tube; the ring fit was
tight, and the tube

Issues of tiny parts
aside, the build is still
pretty straightforward.
I think that Estes’ original skill level rating
still applies. Just add
a magnifying glass.
Semroc currently sells
a half dozen MX kits,
including a tiny Orbital
Transport complete
with glider shuttle.

Finished MX Blue Bird Zero
on the launch pad
Visit: http://
www.erockets.biz/semrocflying-model-rocket-kit-mxblue-bird-zero-kmx-06/

MX Blue Bird Zero Parts Layout

walls are thin.
When I tried to slide
the mount into the
body once the glue
was on it, the aft the
ring folded the edge of
the tube wall over in
one area. Since the
glue was tacking up, I
could not remove it to
try to fix. I still had a
good bond, so it’ll just
require a small bit of
filler on the end of the
body tube.

Anyone that likes
building up
and down
scale rockets ought
out to
check Semroc MX
kits.
MX Blue
Bird Zero
sells for $12.99 at
www.erockets.biz.

Above: Fin alignment guides
in use
Above that: Tiny motor mount
for a tiny rocket
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(URRF 5 Continued—Photos pg 10)

The 18K waiver was
kept open all day, so
the big flights just
cranked through.
All told, 79 low-power
and 94 high-power
flights took place on
Friday, with a large
number of them as
BFRs.
An unplanned staff
shortage threatened
to trip us up, however
willing volunteers
stepped up to fill all

rain kept up (as in up,
above, the ground)
and flight operations
were unhindered save
for a somewhat low
ceiling.
Greg Elling started the
day off by flying his
URRF5 rocket. There
were fewer BFRs, but
normal pads were
kept busy just the
same.
Highlights of the day
included the flight by

actually recover the
parts.
Also, the flight of Eric
Henderson's upscaled
Estes Crossbow was
impressive. Mike
Crupe of MAC Performance also flew his
new, custom-built, 6"
Blackfly.
The range closed at
5:00PM on Saturday
with a total of 75 lowpower and 75 highpower flights.

Unfortunately, storms
finally put a damper
on Sunday’s activities.
Just after noon, rain
rolled in that effectively put an end to
the day’s flight operations. After 20 or 30
minutes, the soil began to get really
sticky, adhering to
one’s boots as you
walked to your tent.
Road conditions deteriorated quickly, so
anyone lacking four
wheel drive was
wise to get to higher ground.
Unfortunately,
some of the vendors were less
lucky; both Performance Hobbies and
Chris Rocket Supplies got mired in,
trailer and all, while
attempting to exit
the field.

the critical positions.
Saturday dawned with
rain showers in the
area. Things were a
little damp on the field
when we arrived. But
despite the forecast's
imminent threat, the
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With all of that
said, it did not deter our intrepid
food vendor, Big
Dog Catering of Lima, NY. Proprietor
Mike Dutch, head BFR wrangler
Steve bought a
Rick Barnes photo
basic rocket kit,
and after modifying
The
day
was
capped
for
a bigger motor,
the University of Tooff
by
the
attempt
to
proceeded
to loft a
ronto rocket team;
launch
a
rocket
called
Zweigles
hot
dog that
they not only got the
had been skewered
up-part (after waiting "the naked lady",
through with the rockfor the rare hole in the which, dramatically,
caught
fire
on
the
et body. So we closed
clouds), but also had
pad.
on a positive note –
a successful deploythe world’s first flying
ment allowing them to
red hot!
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Denny’s
7503 Main St Fishers,
Victor, NY

WINTER
MEETINGS
DENNY’S IN
VICTOR
EAT, SHOW
& TELL
U.R.R.G. winter membership meetings.
If you are a member or are interested in rockets, then
we have just the thing for you. On the second Thursday
evening of December, January, February & March, we
will have an open meeting. Bring a project or question
and your appetite, and order off of the Denny’s menu.

December 13th, 2018
5:30 till Christmas party...

January 10th, 2019
5:30 till Happy New Year

February 14th, 2019
5:30 till Be my Valentine?

March 14th, 2019
5:30 till Luck of the Irish!

Please contact us with a head count so that the Denny’s
staff will be ready for us. URRGbod@gmail.com or Greg
Elling @ (607)-227-2850.
Tell the Denny’s host that you are with the rocket club
for special seating.

UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
U.R.R.G.
www.urrg.us
URRGbod@gmail.com
Greg Elling (607)
227-2850
Page
7
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was not able to place
its payload
into orbit.
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transition in the body
and pods in the form
of the SRBs clustered

The Delta
III makes a
potentially
fascinating
scale subject for
model rocketry, particularly if you
enjoy a lot
of detail.

around it. The overall
proportions are quite
unique. To the best of
my
knowledge,
no one has
ever attempted to
make a kit
version.

However, I
think that
there is
enough
documentation for a
scratch
builder to
have a reasonable go
at it. I
played with

This design
combines a
few of my
favorite features—a

a couple of designs
using Rocksim some
time ago. One even
could (theoretically)
drop the SRBs in
flight.
Either way, I think
that with the common
availability of 3D
printing, there is nothing here that would
prevent a interested
modeler from a successful build.
I will also drop this
hint—a combination of
BT101 and LT275 tubing make a reasonable
scale pairing for the
payload and booster
sections of this design...

URRG at Thunder Over Niagara Airshow
The Upstate Research
Rocketry Group was
invited to display at
the Thunder of Niagara
airshow, held in June
at the Niagara Falls
reserve station, as
part of a STEM expo at
the airshow.

The Air National Guard
allocated a hanger to
the expo. Other exhibitors included Lockheed Martin, NASA, a
military ordinance disposal unit, the Boy
Scouts, a local RC
club, plus student robotics teams and other
STEM related activities.
URRG was represented
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were accompanied by
the Canadian Snowbirds, demonstration
teams for the F-22
Raptor, the V-22 OsAs an added bonus, we
prey, and other aerial
demonstrations. The F22 demo in
particular was
unreal; the
airplane
moves in unnatural ways.
Overall response to the
URRG Exhibit at
exhibit was
Thunder of Niagara
excellent.

by Greg and DonnaJo
Elling, Larry Weibert
and Rick Barnes. We
put together a 10 x 20
display showing a wide
range of rockets, from
tiny MicroMaxx models
up to Larry’s
Cherokee-L
(which was
large enough
that people
actually overlooked it!).
The team
handed out
several hundred pamphlets, a few
dozen copies of The
Potter Rocketeer, answered tons of ques-

tions, and pumped up
the upcoming URRF5
event throughout the
weekend.

were at an awesome
airshow. The USAF
Thunderbirds headlined the show, but

URRG should have the
Thunderbirds perform
at club events more
often...

2018 3rd Quarter
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BOD Corner—July Edition
After a full day of flying on the Saturday of
the July launch, the
BOD had a cookout at
Country Charm
campground. It was a
time to get together
and talk about how the
club is doing, what
needs to be done and
tell stories of the day
(for example, one
young man with a
KATE in his rocket
when she reported the
max altitude of
17,200’).
BOD in attendance,
Mike D, Greg E, Rick
B, Don T and Larry W.

First, a big thank you
to all who helped clean
and organize the storage unit, URRF5 rem-

By Greg Elling

nants were sorted out
and put away.

it closer to the launch
dates.

An LCO and asst for
Sunday was discussed.

Treasurer report—bank
account in good shape.
URRF5 has not been
finalized but looks
good as well. Larry W.
is the treasurer and
will discuss actual
numbers by request.

August launch will include the annual club
picnic on Saturday,
Aug 25th. The club
provides the meat and
drink and every one is
requested to bring a
dish to pass.
A veggie tray has already been promised.
Any questions or request can be directed
to Greg Elling @ gregory_elling@yahoo.com
or (607)227-2850.

Mike D. & Larry W.
have volunteered to
set up for the picnic on
Friday the 24th. Another
hand or
two
would be
nice.
Please
contact
Larry W.
if you
can help.

Top: F-22 flyby with ordinance doors open;
Above: USAF Thunderbirds make a low flyby at the Thunder of Niagara airshow

The porta-john
in not as
clean
and fresh
as it
used to
be. Greg
will talk
to Brewers about
cleaning

Volunteers are needed
at every launch; everyone helping out will
keep the core members from burning
out—and will give
them a chance to fly
as well. If everyone
spent 8 – 10 hrs. of
time per year helping
at a launch then we all
get to play.
Related topics discussed:
•

Ideas for getting
more people to volunteer.

•

Compensate the
volunteers with
vendor credits.

•

Flight fees for
those who don’t
volunteer.

•

Publish sign up positions.

•

Membership discounts for volunteers.

•

Specific time slots
to be filled at
launch. 4hr.

Larry made a motion,
seconded by Greg, to

give Steve Spencer admin rights to the
webpage, e-mail, Facebook and forum in order
for Steve to be able to
help Riley keep things
up to date. Vote
passed.

Rick B. made mention of
next years calendar,
Aug to be moved back
by 1 week so as to not
interfere with travels to
LDRS 2019. Launch
dates for 2019 are
scheduled as:
•

April 27 -28 2019

•

May 18 – 19 2019

•

June 21 – 23 2019 *
URRF-6 *

•

July 20 – 21 2019

•

Aug 17 – 18 2019

•

Sept 28 – 29 2019

•

Oct 19 – 20 2019

•

Nov 16 – 17 2019

Please make reports for
all events and submit
them to Rick B. for materials for the newsletter, Potter Rocketeer.
Air show, Launch weekend reports, Gorham
Library etc.
DonnaJo please, URRF5
packets, send T-shirt
packs out to those who
ordered shirts, recycle
others. Get addresses
from Riley K.
Meeting adjured at
8:41.
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Dutch, Con’t...
then, I became a L3CC
for the NAR and, a
couple years later, I
was asked by Debra
Koloms to join the TAP
for Tripoli.
As far as our club is
concerned, at first, I
was on the BOD as the
chairman. Then, after
my medical issue, I got
off the board for a
while. I was asked to
be an advisor a few
years ago, and then
included in the BOD
communications shortly after that. Last year
during one of the BOD
meetings, I was voted
back onto the board as
the Vice President. Later (before URRF 5),
our President
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(Don Tennies), had to
step down due to his
crushing work load at
Lowes. At that time, I
became your Acting
President.

in Victor. I'm glad to
say that we are continuing with these meetings, starting this December thru the next
flying season.
You will find
My main goal since I
the winter
became your Vice
meeting
President is to get
schedule
more members inposted on the
volved with the daily/
website and
monthly dealings of
the Facebook
the club. In an effort
page as well
to accomplish that, I
(and on page
instituted the Club
holding monthly winter 7 – Ed.). If
we find that
meetings. We were
able to have three last Victor is not
the best cenyear. The first two
were at RIT. Then, to tralized locabe more centralized for tion for the
our member base, we meetings, we
moved to the Denny's will consider

URRF5 Photos

moving it based on
input from you, the
members.
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Rocketry Marketplace

www.performancehobbies.com

Column ads are free to URRG
members, and advertisement
banners are free to regular field
vendors. All others contact the
editor for more info

www.macperformance.com

Club Picnic
Photos
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Upcoming Events
UPSTATE RESEARCH
ROCKETRY GROUP
Launch Site:
Torrey Farms of Potter
4272 State Rt. 364
Penn Yan, NY
14527
NAR Section: #765
Tripoli Prefecture: #139

Oct 20 & 21 –
Nov 17 & 18 –
December 13 January 10 –
February 14 –
March 14 –
April 27 & 28–
May 18 & 19—
June 21, 22, & 23 July 20 & 21—

E-MAIL:
urrgbod@gmail.com

Launch #7
Launch #8
Member Meeting
Member Meeting
Member Meeting
Member Meeting
2019 Launch #1
2019 Launch #2
URRF 6!
2019 Launch #4
Apollo 11 50th

Club BOD:
Acting President:
Mike Dutch
Treasurer:
Larry Weibert
Secretary:
Greg Elling
Webmaster:
Riley Keller
Newsletter Editor:
Rick Barnes
BOD Members at Large
Don Tennies
Bob Krech

PotterRocketeer@gmail.com
Copyright © 2018 Upstate
Research Rocketry Group

720 Creek Lane
Youngstown NY
14174

We are dedicated to promoting
model and high power rocketry,
and are registered as prefecture
#139 with the Tripoli Rocketry
Association and NAR Section
#765.

URRG at Torrey Farms has been
described by Rockets Magazine as
the Northeast's summer time
rocketry destination.

Off the Pad

See us at:
www.urrg.us
www.facebook.com/groups/
urrgny

The Upstate Research Rocketry
Group, Inc (URRG) is located in
Western New York. We are a
NYS incorporated non-profit 501C3 focusing on educational and
research aspects of amateur
rocketry.

URRG has the privilege of flying
at Torrey Farms of Potter, NY,
one of the finest fields in the
Northeast. The former swamp
nestled in the heart of the picturesque Finger Lakes wine region,
is now a productive farm and
has been the home to the July
4th “Muck Fest,” LDRS-28, LDRS31, URRF, and LDRS-34.

Club Vendor Contact:
Mike Crupe

We’re on the Web!

About URRG

So whether you’re a BAR, an old
timer, or just interested in seeing
some amazing launches, take
some time and visit us during a
launch. We’re looking forward to
seeing you at our next event.
Who says you can’t have your
cake and rocket too?

Member Name
Street Address
City, ST 12345

